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British Romanticism has come to seem increasingly inseparable from its writers' public engagements with sociability, theatricality, cultural criticism, and political debate. Leigh Hunt, editor of the radical Examiner newspaper (1808-21), theatrical and literary critic, prolific essayist, and leader of the so-called 'Cockney School of Poetry,' was in no small measure the instigator and chronicler of these engagements. 'One of the most pressing obligations of the present edition,' the general editors write, 'has been to collect and present an oeuvre which finally reveals Leigh Hunt as, unmistakably, one of the leading writers of his age.' They have met this obligation admirably and are justified in claiming the result to be 'the most comprehensive and thoroughly annotated edition of his work to date.' The edition reproduces materials from every aspect and phase of Hunt's long career, presenting him 'as editor, reviewer, critic, poet, satirist, cicerone, aesthete, essayist, radical, and much else.' The Selected Writings of Leigh Hunt fills the need for a thoroughly annotated, contemporary selected edition. Anyone who has spent time with Hunt's vast and various output will immediately recognize the challenges faced by his prospective editor. Hunt's writings are widely scattered throughout a range of books and periodicals, and our most recent editions consist of three volumes published between 1949 and 1962. The present edition is far more expansive, and it not only adds two muchneeded volumes of Hunt's poetry but is careful to insist upon and illustrate the 'cross-fertilization' between his numerous personae and activities. The editors' introductions (volumes 1, 3, 4, and 5) are detailed, provocative, and lively, each positioning Hunt's work, suggesting ways in which we could 'read Hunt on his own terms,' and offering arguments for his significance within Romantic or early Victorian culture. Volume 1 provides a chronology, and each volume includes its own useful (and surprisingly extensive) biographical directory. Headnotes for each item give details of first publication, indicate subsequent reprints, introduce the source book or periodical, describe publication history, and place the item in relation to other work by Hunt and his circle as well as to contemporary events and incidents in Hunt's life. The endnotes are similarly thorough, elucidating context and identifying Hunt's extensive quotations and allusions. Volume 6 includes the index.
The chief editorial distinction of the edition is that each volume reprints items chronologically and in their entirety as they appeared in their various journals, newspapers, or books. A thematic arrangement would have reinforced the very separation of Hunt's interests, topics, and approaches which the editors commendably seek to remove. As Greg Kucich and Jeffrey N. Cox, the editors of volumes 1 and 2, write, 'Hunt's corpus tends to break down the barriers between the journalistic and the literary, the central and the marginal, the textual and the contextual.' Because the items are reprinted chronologically, even sections of a continuous article appear separately, thus allowing the reader to see how different concerns and topics mediate one another within Hunt's publications. Thus when the three-part essay on Keats from the Examiner (1817) appears in volume 2, the first part is preceded by 'Revolution in the Brazils, and Conquest of Chili' and is separated from the second and third parts by an article on 'Informers,' powerfully illustrating the editors' claim that 'Hunt's prose ... offers a unified vision in which the aesthetic is not reduced to the political but united with it.'
All the editors in one way or another reclaim Hunt from various misrepresentations, especially the 'Cockney School' attacks in the pages of the Tory Quarterly Review and Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine (1816-17) . If in the last century it needed to be said that Shelley was more than an 'ineffectual angel,' it is now necessary to see what was at stake in, as John Strachan writes, the 'inspired caricature of Hunt' as 'simultaneously effeminate aesthete and dangerous political subversive.' In a similarly inspired satiric vein, Strachan fills in the caricature as follows: Hunt becomes 'the Hampstead-haunting, tea-drinking, piano-playing, yellowbreeches wearing, boxing-hating, washerwoman-loving, farmy-fieldfrolicking, sonnet-composing, hey-nonny-no-ing "Liunto," the "Emperor de Cockaigne," who despised the King, rejected his God, attacked the very "name of a wife," delighted in incest and stomped on the classics with boots smeared with the loam of the Vale of Health.' Especially since Cox's Poetry and Politics in the Cockney School: Keats, Shelley, Hunt and Their Circle (1998), many critics have understood this caricature as an ideological response to an equally ideological program led by Hunt to subvert the literary and political establishment by appropriating the cultural codes through which members of the elite reproduced their power. Along with the appearance of Leigh Hunt: Life, Poetics, Politics, a collection of essays edited by Nicolas Roe (2003), the present edition will allow for and facilitate the full-scale exploration of Hunt's program.
The first two volumes present essays published between 1805 and 1821 in the News (from the 'Theatricals' section), the Examiner, the Reflector, and the Indicator. From 1813 to 1815 Hunt and his brother John were imprisoned for seditious libel against the Prince Regent. Because after 1815 'literary' matters come to outweigh explicitly 'political' topics in the pages of the Examiner, it has become 'possible to argue that Hunt turned from political engagement to more strictly aesthetic concerns: he may not be an apostate, but he is, we are told, increasingly apolitical.' The editors propose an alternative interpretation: 'the literary work which increasingly comes to occupy the pages of The Examiner and which gives birth to The Indicator is not a retreat from the public sphere ... but rather a more complicated effort to forward political change through cultural criticism.' The selections then allow readers to weigh this claim for themselves and to see the extent to which Hunt's cultural criticism in many ways set the terms for his more famous contemporaries. In the writings of Keats, Shelley, and Byron, the editors conclude, 'one can trace . [Hunt's] gradual but steady decline into the sentimental, apolitical optimist.' Hunt did turn 'increasingly to the production of highly marketable essays that were politically innocuous and uniformly bright and delightful. But critical assessments have too often seized upon such writing as typical or characteristic of his work as a whole.' Offering a fascinating discussion of Hunt's 'enduring interest in the environment,' his 'urban ecopoetics,' Morrison persuasively suggests that 'Hunt was a far grittier and more substantial figure.' Pieces such as 'On the Graces and Anxieties of Pig-Driving' and 'The Politician' series from The Chat of the Week bear out Morrison's claim that 'Some of Hunt's finest familiar essays bristle with a radical agenda that disrupts their casual surface, and that belies their ostensible purpose as pleasant, apolitical distractions. ' The writings collected in volume 4, from Imagination and Fancy, Wit and Humour, A Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla, Stories in Verse, Beaumont and Fletcher, and The Book of the Sonnet, 'showcase Hunt as ... a literary critic of the first order.' The volume makes available some very exciting materials, including Hunt's characteristically annotated reprintings of poetry by Milton, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats along with the important essay 'An Answer to the Question, "What Is Poetry?"' Charles Mahoney offers an insightful perspective on the relationship in Hunt's late corpus between literary criticism and the public sphere: 'Hunt's criticism is sensuously literary in its attention to matters of form, as it teases out the resonances of poetic measure and lyric voice. At the same time, it is expansively literary in its construction and understanding of the world as a book, as matter for reading.'
